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================ * There's no
such thing as a perfect RPG. * The

limitation of three-dimensional graphics
makes the story and gameplay possible.
* The large cast of characters appears on
screen. * Features of classic role-playing
games, such as massive battles, multiple

choices, and condition-based actions,
make this game worth playing. * Listen
to powerful melodies with an interactive
story, and full-fledged battles. * Now you

can be together with all your friends
once again by creating a party of five! *

The game also contains the Ability Points
skill, which increases based on the
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number of party members. Enjoy playing
Roll Through Time on your Android™.

Thank you. Local translation is available
in certain languages: PLEASE DO NOT

ADD TO SCREENCAP Warning Please note
that any reproduction or redistribution of
this sound track is prohibited. Please DO
NOT upload this sound track on YouTube
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Features Key:
70+ Amazing Multi Story/Non-Story Levels

Load and save of game progress
Cinematic & Autotuned musics

Persistant keybinds
Update regularly

No annoying ads and popups
Reloads your game in background!

Support for Android and iOS
Support for Steam Android and iOS!

Support for Official JoyToKey Desktop Emulator
Supports Multiple Languages

Unlimited Time

Just to be clear, the pixelarium is an app game, where you have to find & activate 50+
pixelated items to solve puzzles... 
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